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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

American Holistic Nurses Association Names New Officers for 2015-2017 Term
The American Holistic Nurses Association has elected Elizabeth Scala MSN, MBA, RN, as a Board of Directors–at-Large for the 2015-2017 term. She will be installed at the organization's 35th Annual Conference to be held in Branson, MO in June, 2015. Her responsibilities will include acting on and cultivating leadership in committees assigned by the President and acting as a liaison between the Association and other organizations.

About Elizabeth Scala
Elizabeth Scala earned her Bachelor’s degrees in Psychology and Nursing from the University of Delaware and her MSN and MBA from Johns Hopkins University. She is a certified Holistic Health Practitioner, Health and Wellness coach, and Reiki Master Teacher. As the founder and host of the virtual conference ‘Art of Nursing’, founder of the Rejuvenation Center, owner of Living Sublime Wellness, and leader of the AHNA Nurse Entrepreneur Chapter, Elizabeth shows she is not afraid to take the lead and get involved in the holistic world.

She believes in living as a role model, showing people what health should look and feel like, and regularly speaks and presents on behalf of holistic nursing. She shares her energy and enthusiasm by hosting the ‘Blog Talk Radio Show’, authoring Nursing from Within: a Fresh Alternative to Putting Out Fires and Self-Care Workarounds, and guest blogging on several websites including www.rnfmradio.com and www.thenerdynurse.com.

About AHNA
At its founding in 1981, the American Holistic Nurses Association (AHNA) adopted as its primary mission the advancement of holistic healthcare by increasing awareness and promoting education as well as personal community-building among nurses, other healthcare professionals and the public. This non-profit professional membership organization is becoming the definitive voice for holistic nursing for registered nurses and other holistic healthcare professionals around the world. Holistic nursing focuses on integrating traditional, complementary and alternative treatment opportunities to improve the physical, mental, emotional and relational health of the whole person.

AHNA delivers valuable resources, improves educational tools, and offers superior networking opportunities to a vibrant and expanding universe of healthcare professionals. AHNA currently services almost 4,500 members through 143 local chapters/networks in the U.S. and abroad.

Holistic nursing is recognized by the American Nurses Association as an official nursing specialty with both a defined scope and standards of practice.
The American Holistic Nurses Association’s Education Provider Committee is accredited as a provider of continuing nursing education by the American Nurses Credentialing Center Commission (ANCC) on Accreditation.
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